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1 Introduction

We are interested in convection-diffusion problems of the form{
ut +div( f (u)) = ∆A(u), (t,x) ∈ (0,T )×Rd ,
u(0,x) = u0(x), x ∈ Rd ,

(1)

where T is some fixed final time and u is the unknown. The initial value u0, the
convective flux function f : R→Rd and the diffusion function A : R→R are given
functions satisfying

u0 ∈ L1(R)∩BV (R), f , A Lipschitz continuous; A nondecreasing. (2)

Whenever A′(u) = 0 for all u in some intervall [α,β ] ⊂ R, the equation is referred
to as strongly degenerate. Strongly degenerate equations will, in general, possess
discontinuous (shock wave) solutions. As such (1) will have to be interpreted in
the weak sense. However, as is well known for conservation laws (A ≡ 0), weak
solutions are no longer unique and a second condition is needed, the so called en-
tropy condition. More precisely, for u0 ∈ L1 ∩ L∞, there exists a unique solution
u ∈ C([0,T ];L1)∩ L∞ of (1) such that ∂xA(u) ∈ L2 and for all convex functions
S : R→ R

∂tS(u)+divQS(u)−∆RS(u)≤ 0 weakly on [0,T )×Rd , (3)

where Q′S = f ′S′ and R′S = A′S′. The satisfaction of this inequality for all convex
S is the entropy condition, and a weak solution satisfying the entropy condition is
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an entropy solution. Entropy solutions are unique, and the initial value problem is
well-posed in the class of entropy solutions, see [1]. If u 7→A(u) is strictly monotone
increasing, then the above entropy condition is not needed to show uniqueness, see
the book of Wu and Jin [18]. In several dimensions and for equations with partial
diffusivity, one can employ a different entropy solution concept, see [5].

To obtain a finite difference approximation of (1) the flux is discretized by a two-
point monotone numerical flux and the diffusion term is approximated by a second
order central difference. As an example, consider the implicit scheme in one spatial
dimension and suppose for simplicity that f ′ ≥ 0. Let ∆x > 0,∆ t = T/N for N ≥ 1
and suppose U =

{
Un

j

}
j∈Z,0≤n≤N

satisfies

Un+1
j −Un

j

∆ t
+

f (Un+1
j )− f (Un+1

j−1 )

∆x
=

A(Un+1
j+1 )−2A(Un+1

j )+A(Un+1
j−1 )

∆x2 , (4)

for 0≤ n<N, j ∈Z. Set tn = n∆ t,x j = j∆x. For simplicity, in this paper, we assume
that f ′(u) ≥ 0. therefore we use the upwind discretization for the derivative f (u)x.
In the general case, f (U j) can be replaced by any monotone two point numerical
flux F(U j,U j+1). The piecewise constant interpolation u∆ is defined by

u∆ (t,x) =Un
j whenever (t,x) ∈ In

j = (tn−1, tn]× [x j−1/2,x j+1/2). (5)

In general we let ∆ t be a suitable function of ∆x, i.e., ∆ t ∼ ∆xγ for some γ > 0.
We are interested in the largest possible r > 0 for which there exists a constant C,
independent of ∆x, such that for all 0≤ t ≤ T

‖u∆ (t, ·)−u(t, ·)‖L1 ≤C∆xr. (6)

The number r is then referred to as the rate of convergence. Regarding convergence
rates we restrict our attention to the BV setting, u0 ∈ BV .

In the case of conservation laws (A ≡ 0) it is a classical result due to Kuznetsov
that monotone schemes converges with rate 1/2 for general d ≥ 1 [9], and this is
optimal. In general, adding diffusion to the equation yields solutions of higher reg-
ularity. One way this extra regularity manifests itself is that if d = 1, x 7→ A(u(t,x))x
is of bounded variation for t > 0. This means that A(u) is continuous, and if A
is strictly increasing, so is u(·, t). As the approximation of a derivative by a finite
difference is fundamentally dependent on the regularity of the solution, one would
expect a higher rate of convergence than in the completely degenerate case A ≡ 0.
This is indeed the case for parabolic equations, i.e., when A′ > η for some η > 0.
Under this assumption, solutions to (1) are smooth, and convergence takes place ac-
cording to the formal order of the scheme. Thus, naively one would expect a rate for
degenerate equations to be no lower than for conservation laws. However, the pres-
ence of a term with two derivatives may be “incompatible” with solutions containing
discontinuities (belong to BV ) and thereby lower the convergence rate.

Regarding error estimates for weak solutions of degenerate parabolic equations
without nonlinear convection, see e.g. [13, 14]. In [4], Ebmeyer considered finite
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element approximations in the case f ≡ 0 and A(u) = u |u|m−1, and obtained the
convergence rate ‖u−u∆x‖L2((0,T );L2(Ω)) ≤O

(
∆x1/6

)
independently of m. This re-

sult holds when Ω is a bounded domain in Rd with Dirichlet boundary conditions.
Concerning degenerate problems with a nonlinear convective term, it was re-

cently shown in [7] that (6) holds true with r = 1/3 in the case d = 1. Subsequently,
in [8] a semidiscrete scheme (time-continuous) was considered for general d ≥ 1
using a cartesian grid. Therein, (6) was shown with r = 2/(19+ d), for d > 1 and
r = 1/3 for d = 1. Let us point out that this result holds true for the implicit scheme
as well. The discrepancy between naive intuition and the theoretical results, and be-
tween d = 1 and d > 1 raises the question of whether or not the rates obtained in
[7] and [8] are optimal. We remark that the results of [4] are not in conflict with
those in [8, 7] since the norms are different, and [4] considers weak solutions with
Dirichlet conditions on a bounded domain whereas [8, 7] treat entropy solutions of
the Cauchy problem.

In the purely hyperbolic case Teng and Zhang [17] demonstrated that for mono-
tone schemes, the convergence rate was r = 1 if the entropy solution consisted of a
finite number of shocks. For the general case, Sabac [15] proved that the rate r = 1/2
is optimal for monotone schemes, even for strictly nonlinear flux functions. Also,
for strictly convex flux functions, Nessyahu, Tadmor and Tassa [10, 11], showed
that in a weaker norm, better convergence rates may be obtained. More precisely,

‖u−u∆x‖W s,p(R) ≤O
(

∆x(1−sp)/2p
)
, −1≤ s≤ 1/p.

For (s, p) = (0,1) this recovers the “usual L1 rate” of r = 1/2. This result uses
that for entropy solutions to scalar conservation laws with a strictly convex flux,
‖u(t, ·)‖Lip+ ≤ O (1/t). In the presence of nonlinear diffusion, this does not hold,
as simple examples will show. Hence, trying to generalize the results of [10, 11] to
degenerate parabolic problems does not seem straightforward.

In this paper we seek to shed som light on this question by way of numerical
experiments. In most (all but one) of these experiments we have a formula for the
exact solution, with isolated discontinuities in the function or its derivative. In all of
these cases we find that the actual (numerical) convergence rate is much better than
the theoretical rate. To investigate this we use the numerical truncation error.

For more information about monotone schemes for strongly degenerate diffusion
equations, we refer to [6], and to [2] for an overview of error estimation theory for
conservation laws.

1.1 Formal rates of convergence.

Under the assumption of a smooth solution, it is relatively easy to obtain error esti-
mates by considering the truncation error. Due to the low regularity of the entropy
solution, it is clear that this does not give a rigorous estimate. Nonetheless, in the
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sequel, several numerical examples are presented where the exact solution is known.
In these cases the truncation error may shed some light on the observed rate of con-
vergence. Let us therefore derive a formal error estimate for the scheme (4).

Let D+,D− denote the forward and backward difference with respect to ∆x act-
ing in the x-variable respectively. That is, for any function u = u(x)

D+u(x) =
u(x+∆x)−u(x)

∆x
, D−u(x) =

u(x)−u(x−∆x)
∆x

. (7)

The difference quotients Dt
+ and Dt

− are defined analoguously, but with respect to
∆ t and acting with respect to the t-variable. The piecewise constant approximation
u∆ , defined by (5), satisfies

Dt
−u∆ +D− f (u∆ ) = D−D+A(u∆ ), for 0≤ t ≤ T . (8)

Let u be the entropy solution to (1). The truncation error T∆ is defined by

Dt
−u+D− f (u) = D−D+A(u)+T∆ , (∆ t ≤ t ≤ T ). (9)

Subtract (8) from (9), multiply by sign(u−u∆ ) and integrate to arrive at∫
R

sign(u−u∆ )Dt
−(u−u∆ )dx =−

∫
R

sign(u−u∆ )(A (u)−A (u∆ )) dx

+
∫
R

sign(u−u∆ )T∆ dx,

where A (u) = D−( f (u)− D+A(u)). A fundamental observation regarding the
scheme (4) is the fact that A is an accretive operator, see e.g., [8, Lemma A.1].
This yields ∫

R
sign(u−u∆ )(A (u)−A (u∆ )) dx≥ 0. (10)

Let w = u−u∆ and observe that

Dt
− |w(t)|= sign(w(t))Dt

−w(t)− 2
∆ t

∫ w(t)

w(t−∆ t)
δ (z)(z−w(t−∆ t))dz︸ ︷︷ ︸

≥0

, (11)

where δ (z) denotes the Dirac measure centered at z = 0. Hence, by the above ob-
servations ∫

R
|w(tn)|− |w(t0)| dx = ∆ t

n

∑
k=1

∫
R

Dt
− |w(tk)| dx

≤ ∆ t
n

∑
k=1

∫
R

sign(w(tk))Dt
−w(tk)dx

≤ ∆ t
n

∑
k=1

∫
R

sign(w(tk))T∆ (tk)dx.
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Consequently,

‖u(tn)−u∆ (tn)‖L1(R) ≤
∥∥u0−u0

∆

∥∥
L1(R)

+∆ t
n

∑
k=1

∫
R

sign(u(tk)−u∆ (tk))T∆ (tk)dx︸ ︷︷ ︸
R∆ (tk)

, (12)

where u0
∆

denotes the initial value of the scheme. Now, let us under the assumption
that u is smooth, write out an explicit expression for T∆ . To this end, subtract (1)
from (9) to arrive at

(Dt
−u−∂tu)+(D− f (u)−∂x f (u)) = (D−D+A(u)−∂

2
x A(u))+T∆ . (13)

Using Taylor series with remainders we arrive at the expression

T∆ (t,x) =−
1

∆ t

∫ 0

−∆ t
∂

2
t u(t +σ ,x)(σ +∆ t)dσ︸ ︷︷ ︸

T t
∆

− 1
∆x

∫ 0

−∆x
∂

2
x f (u(t,x+σ))(σ +∆x)dσ︸ ︷︷ ︸

T f
∆
(t,x)

+
1

6∆x2

∫
∆x

0
∂

4
x (A(u(t,x+σ))−A(u(t,x−σ)))(σ −∆x)3 dσ︸ ︷︷ ︸

T A
∆
(t,x)

.

(14)

The assumption that u is smooth yields the formal convergence rate of the scheme.
Note that the flux-term is of order ∆x, the time-discretization-term is of order ∆ t,
while the diffusion-term is of order ∆x2. Regarding numerical experiments, it may
occur, even with discontinuous solutions, that convergence takes place at the formal
order. Let us therefore continue the discussion in order to establish some intuition
regarding what happens in the case of an isolated discontinuity in u or its derivatives.

We first restrict our attention to the error associated with the spatial discretization.
Let w represent either f (u(t, ·)) or A(u(t, ·)), for some fixed t ∈ [0,T ]. Assume that
w satisfies

w(x) =
{

wr(x), x > ξ ,
wl(x), x < ξ ,

where ξ is a constant, and where both wr and wl belong to C∞
b (R) (the space of

infinitely differentiable functions with bounded derivatives). The k-th derivative of
w satisfies

∂
kw(x) =

k−1

∑
n=0

(∂ nwr(ξ )−∂
nwl(ξ ))︸ ︷︷ ︸

J∂ nwKξ

∂
k−n−1

δ (x−ξ )
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+1x<ξ ∂
kwl(x)+1ξ<x∂

kwr(x)︸ ︷︷ ︸
S(∂ kw)

,

in the distributional sense. For the term T f
∆

this yields

T f
∆
(·,x) = J f (u)Kξ

1
∆x

∫ 0

−∆x
δ (x+σ −ξ )dσ

−J∂x f (u)Kξ
1

∆x

∫ 0

−∆x
δ (x+σ −ξ )(σ +∆x)dσ

− 1
∆x

∫ 0

−∆x
S(∂ 2

x f (u(·,x+σ)))(σ +∆x)dσ .

Let us split R∆ defined in (12), according to (14), so that

R∆ = Rt
∆ +R f

∆
+RA

∆ .

By the above, we obtain

R f
∆
= J f (u)Kξ

1
∆x

∫
ξ+∆x

ξ

sign(u−u∆ ) dx+O (∆x) .

Consider T A
∆

. Inserting the expression for the distributional derivative yields

T A
∆
(·,x) = J∂xA(u)Kξ

1
∆x2

∫
∆x

0
(δ (x+σ −ξ )−δ (x−σ −ξ ))(σ −∆x)dσ

−J∂ 2
x A(u)Kξ

1
3∆x2

∫
∆x

0
(δ (x+σ −ξ )−δ (x−σ −ξ ))(σ −∆x)2 dσ

+J∂ 3
x A(u)Kξ

1
6∆x2

∫
∆x

0
(δ (x+σ −ξ )−δ (x−σ −ξ ))(σ −∆x)3 dσ

+ 1
6∆x2

∫
∆x

0
S
(
∂

4
x (A(u(·,x+σ))−A(u(·,x−σ)))

)
(σ −∆x)3 dσ ,

where we applied the fact that A(u(t, ·)) is continuous. It follows that

RA
∆
=−J∂xA(u)Kξ

1
∆x2

∫
R

sign(u−u∆ )K∆ (x,ξ )dx

+J∂
2
x A(u)Kξ

1
3∆x2

∫
R

sign(u−u∆ )K2
∆ (x,ξ )dx︸ ︷︷ ︸

O(∆x)

+O
(
∆x2) ,

where

K∆ (x,ξ ) =

 x− (ξ −∆x) if ξ −∆x≤ x≤ ξ ,
x− (ξ +∆x) if ξ ≤ x≤ ξ +∆x,
0 otherwise.

Let us turn to the error associated with the discretization in time, i.e., T t
∆

. Assume
that u = u(t,x) has a discontinuity at t = τ(x), of the same type as above. Then
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T t
∆
(t,x) = JuKτ

1
∆ t

∫ 0

−∆ t
δ (t +σ − τ)dσ

−J∂tuKτ
1

∆ t

∫ 0

−∆ t
δ (t +σ − τ)(σ +∆ t)dσ

− 1
∆ t

∫ 0

−∆ t
S(∂ 2

t u(t +σ ,x))(σ +∆ t)dσ ,

where JuKτ = u(τ+)−u(τ−), using the notation u(τ±) = limh↓0 u(τ±h). It follows
that

Rt
∆ (t) =

1
∆ t

∫
R

sign(u−u∆ )JuKτ1t−∆ t≤τ≤t dx+O (∆ t) .

Suppose the discontinuity lies along an increasing curve ξ (t), so that ξ (τ(x)) = x,
or equivalently τ(ξ (t)) = t. Then

t−∆ t ≤ τ(x)≤ t⇔ ξ (t−∆ t)≤ x≤ ξ (t),

and so

Rt
∆ (t) =

1
∆ t

∫
ξ (t)

ξ (t−∆ t)
sign(u(t,x)−u∆ (t,x))JuKτ(x) dx+O (∆ t) .

What we now have is a description of how the presence of an isolated discontinuity
in the solution will affect the truncation error, possibly causing a slower convergence
than the formal order.

2 Numerical experiments

Now we investigate the errors for a series of problems where we have an exact
solution, or where we have a reference solution which we believe is sufficiently ac-
curate. In the cases where we have a formula for the exact solution, we consider the
expressions for the truncation error, and hopefully shed some light on the observed
convergence rate.

In addition to the implicit scheme defined by (4), we test the Crank-Nicholson
scheme defined by

Dt
−Un+1

j +
1
2

D−
(

f (Un+1
j )+ f (Un

j )
)
=

1
2

D−D+

(
A(Un+1

j )+A(Un
j )
)
. (15)

For both schemes we set U0
j =

1
∆x
∫

I j
u0(x)dx. The Crank-Nicholson scheme is for-

mally second order in time, and if f ≡ 0, second order in space as well.
We shall always measure the error as follows. Let ur be some reference solution

(either available as an expression, or calculated numerically). The relative error is
defined as

E = 100× ‖u∆ (t, ·)−ur(t, ·)‖L1

‖ur(t, ·)‖L1
. (16)
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In the following examples we set ∆ t = ∆x/2.

2.1 No convection

Set
A(u) = sign(u)max(|u|−1,0), (17)

then
u(t,x) = e−π2t cos(πx)+ sign(cos(πx)) (18)

is an exact solution of
ut = A(u)xx. (19)

Note that A is piecewise linear and continuous, with A′(u) = 0 for u ∈ (−1,1) and
A′(u) = 1 outside this interval. Table 1 shows the errors of the approximate solutions
generated by the implicit and Crank-Nicholson schemes for t = 0.2, ∆x = 2×2−N

with N = 3, . . . ,12. We note that for this example, both schemes gave errors which

N 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 rate
implicit 7.54 4.11 2.17 1.13 0.70 0.35 0.18 0.09 0.05 0.02 0.93

CN 0.57 0.14 0.04 0.02 5e-3 1e-3 3e-4 9e-5 2e-5 5e-6 1.83

Table 1 Errors for the implicit and the Crank-Nicholson schemes for (17) – (19).

were consistent with their formal orders, and that the errors produced by the Crank-
Nicholson scheme were significantly smaller than those of the implicit scheme. Fig-
ure 1 depicts the exact and the approximate solution using the implicit scheme with
25 grid point in the interval [−1,1].

-1 -0.8 -0.6 -0.4 -0.2 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1

x

-1.5

-1

-0.5

0

0.5

1

1.5

u(x, 0.1)
u∆t(x, 0.1)

Fig. 1 The exact solution (18) and the approximation found with the implicit scheme with ∆x =
2−4 at t = 0.1 for (17) – (19).
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The fact that convergence takes place according to the formal order follows from
the truncation analysis. Consider the truncation error T∆ =T t

∆
+T A

∆
for the implicit

scheme defined in (9). By (14)

T A
∆ (t,x) = e−π2t π4

6∆x2

∫
∆x

0

(
cos(π(x+σ))− cos(π(x−σ))

)︸ ︷︷ ︸
−2sin(πx)sin(πσ)

(σ −∆x)3 dσ ,

and so T A
∆
(t,x) is of order ∆x3. Similarly

T t
∆ (t,x) =−

π4

∆ t
e−π2t cos(πx)

∫ 0

−∆ t
e−π2σ (σ +∆ t)dσ ,

and so T t
∆
(t,x) is of the order ∆ t. The comparatively large error connected to the

time discretization with versus the spatial discretization explains the improved re-
sults obtained by the Crank-Nicholson method. A plot of the local truncation error
sign(u−u∆ )T∆ , for t = 0.1, is given in Figure (2). It is clear that T t

∆
is the domi-

nant term.

-1 -0.8 -0.6 -0.4 -0.2 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1

x

0

0.05

0.1

0.15

0.2

0.25

0.3

Local error at t = 0.1

Fig. 2 The truncation error sign(u−u∆ )T∆ for the implicit scheme with ∆x = 2−5 at t = 0.1 for
(17) – (19).

This convergence can also be explained by the fact that the schemes “do not see”
the degenerate diffusion. If we set µ = ∆ t/∆x2, ω = 4µ(cos2(π∆x/2)−1) and

V n
j = (1−ω)−n cos(π j∆x),

then Un
j =V n

j + sign
(

V 0
j

)
will solve the implicit scheme. Similarly, if

W n
j =

(2+ω

2−ω

)n
cos(π j∆x),
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then W n
j + sign

(
W 0

j

)
is a solution of the Crank-Nicholson scheme. We observe that{

V n
j

}
is a solution of the implicit scheme for the linear heat equation vt = vxx, hence

‖Un−u(n∆ t, ·)‖L1
=
∥∥V m + sign

(
V 0
)
− e−πn∆ t cos(π ·)− sign(cos(π ·))

∥∥
L1(R)

=
∥∥V m− e−πn∆ t cos(π ·)

∥∥
L1(R) ≤ O (∆x) .

Similarly
{

W n
j

}
is a solution of the Crank-Nicholson scheme for the linear heat

equation, thus ‖wn− v(n∆ t, ·)‖L1 = O
(
∆x2).

2.2 Linear convection

If u is given by (18), then v(t,x) = u(t,x− st) solves the equation

vt + svx = A(v)xx, (20)

where A is given by (17). We use this example with s = 20, and compute approx-
imate solutions at t = 0.1, by which time the discontinuities in the initial data will
have traveled one period. See Figure 3 for a depiction of the approximate solution.

-1 -0.8 -0.6 -0.4 -0.2 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1

x

-1.5

-1

-0.5

0

0.5

1

1.5

u(x, 0.1)
u∆t(x, 0.1)

Fig. 3 The exact solution and the approximation found with the implicit scheme with ∆x = 2−4 at
t = 0.1 for Example 2.2.

Table 2 shows the errors produced by the implicit and the Crank-Nicholson meth-
ods for this example. In this case the errors are comparable for the two methods, and
the order has been reduced to about 0.8.

Since the discontinuities in the solution are moving, they will be detected by the
local truncation error, which is shown in Figure 4. Note that the error is much larger,
and has two pronounced spikes located at the discontinuities. These spikes may be
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N 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 rate
implicit 99.64 82.62 58.91 38.19 23.16 13.31 7.32 3.89 2.02 1.03 0.75

CN 90.77 68.91 46.24 28.77 16.88 9.44 5.09 2.66 1.37 0.69 0.80

Table 2 Errors for the implicit and the Crank-Nicholson schemes for (20).

explained by the unbounded terms in the truncation error. That is, terms of the order
1

∆x . Note that the solution is discontinuous along ξk(t) = xk + st, xk = k+ 1
2 for k ∈

Z. Then
T f

∆
(t,x) = ∑

k
JsuKξk

1
∆x

1ξk(t)≤x≤ξk(t)+∆x +O (1) ,

T t
∆
(t,x) = ∑

k
JuKτk

1
∆ t
1ξk(t−∆ t)≤x≤ξk(t)+O (1) ,

where τk =
1
s (x−xk). The size of the spikes fits very well with the T f

∆
term. It seems

harder to explain the apparently “perfect” change of the sign, yielding a cancellation
when integrated in space.

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2

x

-1500

-1000

-500

0

500

1000

1500

Local error at t = 0.1

Fig. 4 The truncation error sign(u−u∆ )T∆ for the implicit scheme with ∆x = 2−5 at t = 0.1 for
Example 2.2.

2.3 A traveling wave solution

Define

w(y) =
{

2(1− ey/2) y≤ 0,
0 y > 0.

(21)

Now u = w(x−2t) is an entropy solution of

ut +
(
u2)

x =
(
u2)

xx . (22)
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Observe that in this case u is continuous, and in fact a classical solution except on
the line x = 2t. We tested this on the interval x ∈ [−10,5] with 2N equally spaced
grid points, for N = 3, . . . ,12. Here we used Dirichlet boundary conditions, with the
exact solution u(t,−10) and u(t,5) as boundary values. Figure (5) shows the exact
and the approximate solution found by the implicit scheme.

-10 -5 0 5

x

0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

1.2

1.4

1.6

1.8

2

u(x, 2)
u∆t(x, 2)

Fig. 5 The exact solution and the approximation found with the implicit scheme with ∆x= 15 ·2−5

at t = 2 for (22).

At t = 2 the two schemes gave the errors reported in Table 3. For this example,

N 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 rate
implicit 8.87 5.18 2.49 1.31 0.67 0.34 0.17 0.09 0.04 0.02 0.98

CN 7.23 4.20 2.00 1.04 0.53 0.27 0.13 0.07 0.04 0.02 0.98

Table 3 Errors for the implicit and the Crank-Nicholson schemes for (21)

both schemes converge with order 1. In this case, there are no discontinuities, but a
kink appears at x = 2t. By truncation error analysis, the only possible violation of
the formal order convergence could arise due to a jump in ∂xA(u). However,

∂xA(u(t,x)) =
{

2w(x−2t)w′(x−2t) for x≤ 2t,
0, for x > 2t,

and so, since w(0) = 0, there is no jump in ∂xA(u).

2.4 A moving discontinuity

The function
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u(t,x) =
{

2− exp( 1
4 (x−

3
4 t)), x < 3

4 t,
0, x≥ 3

4 t,
(23)

is an entropy solution to (1) if

f (u) =
{ 1

2 u2, u < 1,
u− 1

2 , u≥ 1,
A(u) =

{
0, u < 1,
u−1, u≥ 1. (24)

We tested this with 2N equally spaced grid points in the in interval [−5,3]. See
Figure 6 for a depiction of the exact and approximate solutions at t = 3. The errors

-5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3
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1.4

1.6

1.8

2

u(x, 3)
u∆t(x, 3)

Fig. 6 The exact solution and the approximation found with the implicit scheme with ∆x = 8 ·2−5

at t = 3 with the flux and diffusion given by (24).

at t = 3 are reported in Table 4. Again, the convergence takes place according to the
formal order of the scheme. In Figure 7 the local error is shown. As expected the
truncation error blows up at the discontinuity. As in (2.2) the sign of (u−u∆ ) seems
to change exactly at the spike, making the total error small.

N 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 rate
implicit 8.36 5.93 2.12 1.08 0.54 0.27 0.14 0.07 0.03 0.02 1.0

CN 6.22 4.49 1.33 0.67 0.33 0.17 0.08 0.04 0.02 0.01 1.0

Table 4 Errors for the implicit and Crank-Nicholson schemes with solution (23), and convective
and diffuse terms specified by (24).

2.5 Another moving discontinuity

Let v = v(y) satisfy the differential equation
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Local error at t = 3

Fig. 7 The truncation error sign(u−u∆ )T∆ for the implicit scheme with ∆x = 2−5 at t = 3 for
Example 2.4.

d
dy

(v−1)2 =−ul(v−ul)+ v2−u2
l , y < 0,

and v(0−) = 1, ul > 1. Remark that this equation can be integrated to yield

v(y)(v(y)−ul)
ul−1 = (1−ul)

ul−1e(ul/2)y,

so if ul = 2 we get the solution

v(y) = 1+
√

1− ey, y < 0.

Then the function

u(x, t) =
{

v(x−2t), x≤ 2t,
0, x > 2t, (25)

is an entropy solution to the equation

ut +
(
u2)

x =
(
χu≥1(u)(u−1)2)

xx . (26)

We tested the schemes for this example with x in the interval [−3,3] and calculated
the solution up to t = 1. The exact and the approximate solutions are depicted in Fig-
ure 8. Table 5 shows the errors in the case. Again we observe that both schemes con-
verge with order 1, and that there is little difference between the Crank-Nicholson
and the implicit scheme. The numerical convergence rate here is close to one for

N 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 rate
implicit 7.62 6.52 2.11 1.69 0.53 0.43 0.13 0.11 0.03 0.03 1.0

CN 6.09 5.39 1.58 1.36 0.39 0.35 0.09 0.09 0.02 0.02 1.0

Table 5 Errors for the implicit and the Crank-Nicholson schemes with solution (26), with solution
(25) for t = 1.
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Fig. 8 The exact solution and the approximation found with the implicit scheme with ∆x = 6 ·2−5

at t = 1 for (25) – (26).

both schemes. In Figure 9 we have plotted the local truncation error at t = 1. We
observe that it is much smaller than that of Example 2.2, while it has an oscillatory
spike located at the discontinuity ξ (t) = 2t. Here, A(u) has a kink, while u and f (u)
has a discontinuity. Hence, we expect the truncation error to blow up close to ξ (t).
Furthermore,

∂x f (u(t,x)) =
{

2v(x−2t)v′(x−2t) for x≤ 2t,
0 for x > 2t, v′(y) =− ey

2
√

1− ey
,

yielding that ∂x f (u) is unbounded as x ↑ ξ . Similarly ∂tu is unbounded as t ↓ x/2.
This could, in comparison with the other examples, explain the apparent asymmetri
of the spike. Again, it seems that the change of sign of u− u∆ is a key factor, pre-
venting the total error from becoming large. In fact, we note that the singularity does
not seem to obstruct the convergence much, while this appear hard to explain based
on the truncation error.

2.6 A problem motivated by flow in porous media

Inspired by models of two-phase flow in porous media, we investigated the conver-
gence rate of our schemes in the case where

f (u) =
u2

u2 +(1−u)2 , A(u) =
1

10
( f (u))2. (27)

with initial data

u0(x) =
{

1 x ∈ [0.2,1],
0 otherwise. (28)
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Fig. 9 The truncation truncation error for Example 2.5 at t = 1 using 26 grid points in the interval
[−3,3].

Figure 10 shows the Crank-Nicholson approximation u∆x(0.5, ·) calculated using 29

equally spaced grid points in the interval [0,2]. For this problem, we have no solution

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2

x

0

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.6

0.7

0.8

0.9

1

u0

u∆x(0.5, ·)

Fig. 10 The approximate solution to (1), with f and A given by (27), initial data given by (28) at
t = 0.5, using 29 equally spaced grid points.

on closed form, and to test a convergence rate, we compared our approximations to
a reference solution calculated using the Crank-Nicholson scheme on a grid with
212 grid points.

Table 6 shows the estimated errors for the two methods applied to this example
using 2N equally spaced grid points in the interval [0,2].
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N 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 rate
implicit 27.8 17.8 9.4 4.9 2.7 1.4 0.6 0.2 0.97

CN 27.1 17.5 9.2 4.8 2.7 1.4 0.6 0.2 0.97

Table 6 Errors for the implicit and the Crank-Nicholson schemes with convective and diffuse
terms specified by (27).

2.7 No convection in two dimensions

We now test the scheme on the two dimensional problem

ut = ∆A(u), (29)

where A is given by (17). In this case an exact solution is u(t,x,y) = e−π2tv(x,y)+
sign(v(x,y)), with

v(x,y) = sin(πx)+ sin(πy).

Table 7 shows the error generated by the implicit and the Crank-Nicholson schemes
at t = 1/4 on the domain [−1,1]× [−1,1] and t = 0.2 with ∆x = ∆y = 2−N for
N = 4, . . . ,10. Again, as in the one dimensional case (2.1), convergence takes place

N 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 rate
implicit 6.24 3.05 1.51 0.75 0.37 0.18 0.09 1.0

CN 0.3872 0.0935 0.0232 0.0058 0.0014 0.0004 0.0001 2.0

Table 7 Errors for the implicit and the Crank-Nicholson schemes for (29)

according to the formal order of the scheme. As in the one dimensional case, this is
not a surprise as (t,x,y) 7→ A(u(t,x,y)) is smooth.

2.8 Linearly convected discontinuities

If u denotes the exact solution of the the previous example, then for all constants a
and b, ũ(t,x,y) = u(t,x−at,y−bt) will solve

ũt +aũx +bũy = ∆A(ũ), (30)

where A is given by (17). Table 8 shows the errors obtained by the implicit and
the Crank-Nicholson methods for this example on the domain [−1,1]× [−1,1] with
a = π and b = 1 and t = 0.2.

Here, the rate is close to 1/2 which is considerably lower than the formal order.
Due to the smoothness of the mapping (t,x,y) 7→ A(u(t,x,y)), the lowered rate is
certainly related to the transport rather than the degenerate diffusion.
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N 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 rate
implicit 39.0 28.5 18.7 12.9 8.9 6.0 4.1 0.55

CN 32.9 23.7 14.9 10.2 6.9 4.7 3.2 0.56

Table 8 Errors for the implicit and the Crank-Nicholson schemes for (30)

3 Conclusions

We have presented a series of numerical experiments aiming at calculating the con-
vergence rate for the implicit (and for the Crank-Nicholson) scheme for nonlinear
degenerate convection diffusion equations. In one space dimension, the best known
theoretical bound for the convergence rate is 1/3. The technical reason for this rather
low bound is the degenerate diffusion, not the non-linear flux term. Our examples
do not exhibit this low convergence rate, indeed, in most of them, we record first
order convergence or better. However, the examples where we see the “best” con-
vergence rates, are examples where the scheme does not see the degeneracy in the
diffusion. These examples have no convective term, and adding a linear convective
term reduces the convergence rates to that of the linear convection equation (with-
out diffusive terms). This seems to indicate that the nonlinear degenerate diffusion is
not an obstacle to getting the same convergence rate as for scalar conservation laws.
Nevertheless, most of our examples compare the numerical approximation with an
exact solution on closed form, and we see that there is some cancellation in the local
truncation error. The cause of this may be that the data are compatible with the equa-
tion, and we would not see this cancellation with other initial data. Unfortunately,
it is more difficult to measure errors (in particular truncation errors) when we have
no exact solution to compare with. In Section 2.6 we try to do this, and observe first
order convergence. Since we have no exact solution, this first order convergence is
only self-convergence of the scheme. Also, the nonlinear diffusion in this example
is strictly increasing, meaning that the solution is continuous which may not be the
worst case scenario.

Unfortunately, we conclude that we lack a complete understanding of the mecha-
nisms leading to the better than theoretical convergence rates observed here, and that
whether 1/3 is the optimal rate in one space dimension remains an open problem.
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